
Lennie Moreno, Religion As One
Why can't we believe as one?

This song was made to make the world as one, repent on the sins that we have done,
I'm doing it 4 u and all my sons plus all yo sons, 
Replace my thoughts with all yo gunz, misguided beliefs on those too young, 
And promise lands are graveyards, it's been hard 
So dear Gods, unite to decrease the death on this chart.
Bombs to prove it's my spot, and so-called terrorist organizing mad plots plus bodies filled with red dots, 
So please stop, your prophecies are dead shots or tear drops: we get fucked.

If we believe in something that's good,
Then why are we all misunderstood?
We twist beliefs into something that should
Justify our hate, yes so quickly we would

Drugged up, I'm rushing, mean look and pushing,
My rage is building up top like I'm flexed up and blushing: I'm fussing and I'm cussing,
I'm stone broke and I'm bussing, I feel this life is casting spells on me that's lasting,
My nervous system crashing, my skin just started rashing, this headache's never passing,
I gotta believe what I'm asking, I see the truth and I'm dashing, so what's the point in asking,
We gotta stop the blastingreligion won't be lasting

Chorus:
Blasphemy zda destiny, religion as one
Put down that gun, hate is erupted
Babies corrupted and badly instructed
Surroundings of yo son is a fake world constructed

Black, whites and Arabs, I love you with a passion,
Condition-free let's walk together and let's talk,
Let's stop the stupid violence, the pillage and the silence,
Unite must be the chase, I know it's not the case
Let's start it from the base: a human, a life, a children and a wife.
Let's throw away the guns, the rockets and the knives,
Let's word up the life, let's do that tonight, unite,
And dust off the fight, still I'm realistic,
I really need yo help; I can't do it myself,
Let's try to find a tactic: no casket,
We gotta make it drastic: no fucking bags of plastic, no bad trip,
Let's down up the statistic.

Let's make our hearts and minds coincide
To realize we've got to do what's right:
Agree to throw all differences aside,
Believe in one as one to change the tide

Stop the disagree, our dream is to live free
Conserve our family tree is the number one priority,
Of course, I believe in a special force,
The reason why I'm alive, supporting what I do, it's true
No one I'm running to, I know you feel it too.
We gotta share respect, I'm putting out my neck for the respect of what I checked,
Expect the love and nothing less
I wanna give you my god bless and no stress

If you and I believe in higher power,
Then tell me why can't we believe together?
Why can't we believe as one?

Chorus 2x
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